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Abstract 

Brainscape is a synchronous web and mobile flashcard program designed to improve the 

retention of declarative knowledge.  It is different from other spaced-repetition flashcard 

programs in that its pattern for re-assessment is based not on a random algorithm nor on 

the user’s past history of correctness, but rather on the user’s own judgment of 

confidence in each piece of information – a process that Brainscape calls Confidence-

Based Repetition (CBR).  In this paper, the designers of Brainscape evaluate the claim 

that CBR can optimize a learner’s use of study time, and we highlight the large body of 

research that supports this claim.  Our analysis concludes that Brainscape is most useful 

when learners have a strong intrinsic motivation to learn the topic at hand.  Brainscape is 

particularly useful for time-starved individuals preparing for a high-stakes exam or 

studying a foreign language that they are very interested in learning (rather than being 

forced to learn). 
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Introduction 

This paper evaluates Brainscape – a synchronous web and mobile learning application 

that we created to optimize the use of study time for declarative knowledge.  Brainscape 

synthesizes the existing theories of spaced repetition and confidence-based learning to 

create a new technologically accessible pedagogy called Confidence-Based Repetition 

(CBR), which breaks declarative knowledge into its most fundamental building blocks 

and repeats concepts in carefully determined intervals based on the learner’s confidence 

levels. 

 

The need for such a convenient and pedagogically correct learning tool is epitomized by 

an influential, recently released U.S. Department of Education guidebook entitled 

―Organizing instruction and study to improve student learning‖.  Among the guidebook’s 

most salient recommendations are that educators (1) ―Use quizzing to promote learning‖; 

(2) ―Space learning over time‖; and (3) ―Help students allocate study time efficiently [via 

metacognition]‖ (Pashler et al., 2007).
 
  Given the challenges of implementing these 

cumbersome recommendations in practice, a synchronous web and mobile tool that could 

automate them for both teachers and students is a welcome innovation. 

 

The Brainscape team is especially proud of such behavioral, memorization-based 

innovation considering the overwhelming counter-trend toward more constructivist 

activities that involve a ―deeper‖ analysis of complex systems (Uttal, 2000).  Indeed, in 

the face of rampant criticisms that behavioral drills are deficient exercises that employ 
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only low-level thinking and prepare learners for little more than regurgitation onto 

uniform examinations (Decoo, 1994), Brainscape sees itself as an important champion of 

behaviorism’s most important tenets—presenting instruction in small steps, requiring 

active responses to frequent questions, providing immediate feedback, and allowing for 

learner self-pacing (Skinner, 1958).  Brainscape helps remind us of the many cases in 

which behavioral study is beneficial, including cases in which the learning of rote facts is 

the educational goal (e.g. national capitals, anatomy diagrams, certain standardized test 

prep, or language vocabulary), and cases in which factual information first learned in 

constructivist environments can be reviewed using behavioral means.
1
  Decoo (1994) 

reminds us that educators can and should still ―realize drill and practice in effective and 

spectacular ways within even the most sophisticated [constructivist] learning 

environments.‖ 

 

The Brainscape team has designed its particular application of CBR to make independent 

drill and practice more efficient and thereby leave more time for constructivist, skill-

based activities in the classroom.  In the first section of this paper, we will analyze the 

efficiency of this Brainscape user experience and its unique application of CBR as a 

learning exercise.  We will then provide a detailed analysis of why free recall, expanding 

                                                 

1
 In example of such constructivist learning could be an activity where students collaborate to paste paper 

cut-outs of countries onto their correct locations on a political map.  While this collaborative activity may 

arguably be a ―better‖ way to initially learn the map than an independent drill would be, the hypothetically 

stronger initial memory trace still would not guarantee permanent memorization.  In this case, employing a 

review tool such as Brainscape could help the learner maintain her memory of the map over time. 
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practice, and self-regulation of study are the most important techniques to ensure long-

term retention of declarative knowledge.  Then, we will explore some scenarios in which 

Brainscape could be used in practice by individuals, teachers, or organizations.  Finally, 

we will identify future research needed to more completely validate the Brainscape model. 

 

I—Overview of the Brainscape Software and Experience 

The goal of Brainscape’s designers was to create a simple study tool for learners whose 

study habits are sporadic and unpredictable. Since a typical learner might study for 

varying lengths of time and separate her study sessions by varying intervals, Brainscape 

allows content creators (students, teachers, educational publishers, or Brainscape 

curriculum designers) to break concepts into their most fundamental building blocks that 

can be systematically repeated in customized intervals of time. This allows the learner to 

easily ―pick up where she left off‖ without having to manually review concepts from 

previous sessions. 

 

Figure 1 shows a typical ―card‖ in Brainscape. Notice that rather than requiring a direct 

user response, Brainscape simply requests that the user mentally retrieve the target 

sentence and then manually reveal the correct answer, in the same way that she would 

―flip‖ a traditional flashcard. Brainscape then requires users to rate their confidence in the 

concept by answering the question ―How well did you know this?‖ on a 1-5 scale.  This 

Judgment of Learning (JOL) is used to determine how long until the concept is reviewed 

again, where higher confidence concepts are reviewed progressively less frequently. 
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To allow the user to track her progress 

toward perfect confidence in a given ―deck‖ 

(or a mix of several decks), Brainscape also 

provides several useful data visualization 

tools.  First, the Mastery bar shows the user 

a weighted average of all her confidence 

ratings, where a deck of all un-seen cards 

(0s) has a Mastery of 0%, and a deck of all 

perfect 5s has a Mastery of 100% (the user’s ultimate goal).  Second, the individual bar 

graphs show the relative number of cards in each confidence category 0-5.  Finally, the 

Library screen allows the user to view the average Mastery for all decks or ―packages‖ 

(collections of decks) across her entire account.  This diverse metacognitive snapshot 

provides the user with unique guidance for what subjects or concepts she most needs to 

study.  (See Figure 2) 

 

Considering that Brainscape’s ―flashcard‖-

based study experience does not require a 

direct user response or provide computer-

generated right/wrong feedback, we have 

found the software to be best suited for 

adult learners with a strong intrinsic 

motivation to learn the subject at hand 

Figure 1.  Brainscape flashcards are ―flipped‖ manually 

by the user; then the user enters their JOL on a 1-5 scale. 

Figure 2.  Brainscape’s ―Library‖ screen and ―Stats‖ 

screens each show a snapshot of the user’s confidence, in 

a single subject or across various subjects. 
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(such as a second language or a high-stakes standardized test).  In the future, Brainscape 

may develop more engaging and feedback-driven widgets for younger students whose 

motivation (and/or metacognitive abilities) may not be as strong.  We will further discuss 

the pros and cons of Brainscape’s current feedback-light flashcard model in the Software 

Design Considerations section. 

 

First, however, we will further examine the academic research that supports the principles 

of active recall, expanding repetition, and self-regulation upon which Brainscape is based. 
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II—Analysis of Study Strategies 

Recall from the Introduction three of the U.S. Department of Education’s most important 

recommendations for optimizing the organization of study: (1) ―Use quizzing to promote 

learning‖; (2) ―Space learning over time‖; and (3) ―Help students allocate study time 

efficiently [via metacognition]‖ (Pashler et al., 2007).
 
  This chapter evaluates the 

underlying pedagogic theory behind each of these key strategies and helps us build a 

stronger theoretical base for Brainscape’s flashcard engine. 

 

A)  Studying Using Prompted Recall 

“Quizzes or tests that require students to actively recall specific information 

(e.g. questions that use fill-in-the-blank or short-answer formats as opposed 

to multiple-choice items) directly promote learning and help students 

remember things for longer” 

--From recommendation #5 in the U.S. Department of Education’s 

practice guide (Pashler et al., 2007) 

 

We can all remember a time when we forgot a new acquaintance’s name barely a minute 

after meeting them.  The likely cause of this lapse is that we neglected to quietly quiz 

ourselves as we repeated the name aloud.  (―What is his name?  His name is John.‖)  

Active, prompted memory retrieval attempts could have solidified the memory trace upon 

each repetition. 
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The need for active memory recall is supported by a large body of evidence in 

psychology and education.  Karpicke and Roediger (2006) performed a series of 

experiments in which participants learned lists of words and were assessed on their 

memory exactly one week after learning.  They found that when people attempt to recall 

previous items during learning sessions, rather than simply ―studying‖ them, retention 

was enhanced by more than 100%.  Repeated recognition-based study was conversely 

found to have no significant benefit relative to dropping items from study altogether. 

 

Similarly, Hogan and Kintsch (1971) show that while plain study sessions (i.e. visual 

review) tend to be marginally better at enhancing performance on recognition tests, they 

are grossly inferior to retrieval practice when the end goal is to improve performance on 

free-recall tests.  Retrieval practice should therefore be strongly recommended whenever 

learners truly want to know their facts. 

 

The proven superiority of the recall method helps explain the popularity of flashcards as a 

study tool for many centuries.  Parents, teachers, and students seem to intuitively 

understand that attempting to retrieve a target upon seeing a cue is the best way to learn 

large series of simple facts.  Mobile flashcard software programs such as Brainscape can 

make this process more convenient by allowing learners to log many quick study sessions 

– and therefore many active memory retrieval events – throughout their usual daily 

activities, without having to worry about keeping an organized deck of physical 

flashcards with them at all times. 
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B)  Spacing study sessions over time 

“To help students remember key facts, concepts, and knowledge, we 

recommend that teachers arrange for students to be exposed to key course 

concepts on at least two occasions—separated by a period of several weeks 

to several months. Research has shown that delayed re-exposure to course 

material often markedly increases the amount of information that students 

remember.” 

--From recommendation #1 in the U.S. Department of Education’s 

practice guide (Pashler et al., 2007) 

 

Like the manner in which information is recalled, the temporal distribution of recall 

practice is a crucial determinant of the likelihood of retention.  Most evidence suggests 

that well-spaced study sessions are almost always superior to massed sessions.  Cepeda et 

al. (2006) performed a review 839 assessments of distributed practice in 317 experiments, 

and found that a whopping 96% of the cases showed a statistically significant positive 

effect from spacing exposure over time.  

 

In fact, the usage of longer inter-study intervals (ISIs) has been shown to be so effective 

that it is even more beneficial to long-term memory retention than other factors such as 

verbal versus pictorial stimuli, novel versus familiar stimuli, unimodal versus bimodal 

stimulus presentation, structural versus semantic cue relationships, and isolated versus 

context-embedded stimuli (Janiszewski et al., 2003).  Long ISIs also seem to have 

stronger benefits for verbal information and motor skills practice than they do for 
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intellectual skills (Moss 1996).  These findings suggest that the use of appropriately-

spaced flashcard practice may be more efficient for studying declarative knowledge than 

even the fanciest of today’s multimedia learning tools.  

 

Such a strong implication demands some exploration of exactly how long that study 

sessions should be spaced apart.  Pavlik and Anderson (2005) offer insight into this 

question using an experiment in which participants received several repetitions of 

Japanese-English pair recall on two different sessions, either 1 or 7 days apart.  Within 

each of these study sessions, items to be re-tested were separated by a different number of 

intervening presentations: 2, 14, or 98.  (The number of intervening presentations was 

fixed for each participant throughout the study.)  The fascinating results are shown in 

Figure 3.  Although the massed study group (receiving only 2 intervening presentations 

between tested items) performed better at the end of the first session when the crammed 

items were fresh in their minds, the study group with the greatest number of intervening 

presentations (98) performed best at the beginning of the second session.  This was true 

whether the second session was one day or seven days after the first. 
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Figure 3.  The longer the spacing between items in a study session, the better the performance on a recall test 
one week later (Pavlik & Anderson, 2005). 

 

Nevertheless, the determination of appropriate recall intervals is not quite as simple as 

saying that ―longer intervals lead to greater retention.‖  Metcalfe and Kornell (2003) 

show that in some cases, it may actually be advantageous to mass study together because 

the learning has still not yet ―plateaued;‖ Donovan and Radosevich (1999) similarly show 

that intervals can sometimes be so long that the benefits from spacing begin to diminish 

after a certain point.  Such evidence indicates that there may be some sort of middle 

ground between massing study and spacing study evenly. 

 

This middle ground is known as the ―expanding effect.‖  Proponents of the expanding 

effect maintain that ISIs should be progressively increased as learners are repeatedly 

exposed to material.  Cull et al. (1996) performed five different experiments in which all 

showed a significant benefit for expanding practice over massed or equally distributed 
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practice. Bahrick and  Phelps (1987) and Ebbinghaus (1913) similarly propose that the 

best interval is the longest one before which the item is forgotten.  

 

Figure 4 illustrates the dynamic relationship between ISI, retention interval (the amount 

of time before the eventual test), and memory performance across all 317 experiments 

included in the comprehensive literature review conducted by Cepeda et al. (2006) (see 

Appendix A for a summary).  Not only does the graph show that spacing learning can 

help make retention just as good 30-2,900 days after study than it was mere seconds after 

study, but it shows that the longer one desires to retain a memory, the longer the optimal 

interval between each study session. 

 

Figure 4.  Note that the optimal ISI increases in step with the retention interval.   If one wishes to remember 

something for 30-2,900 days or longer, then there is no benefit from spacing study sessions by less than 1 

minute (Cepeda et al., 2006). 
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Spacing study sessions at increasingly longer intervals clearly appears to be the optimal 

method of ensuring long-term memory retention.  Brainscape’s designers have thus 

incorporated this principle into our flashcard repetition algorithm, while avoiding over-

prescriptive review schedules (e.g., Super Memo) that can be discouragingly difficult to 

maintain for modern adults with sporadic study habits.  The ordering of pending 

repetitions from ―stalest‖ (i.e. least confident and/or longest interval of time since last 

studied) to ―freshest‖ helps ensure that flashcard repetitions are closest to the optimal 

pattern without unreasonably assuming that the user has a perfectly regular study 

schedule. 

 

C)  Allocating Study Time Based on Metacognition 

"To promote efficient and effective study habits, we recommend that 

teachers help students more accurately assess what they know and do not 

know, and to use this information to more efficiently allocate their study 

time. Teachers can help students break the „illusion of knowing‟ that often 

impedes accurate assessment of knowledge in two ways." 

--From recommendation #6 in the U.S. Department of Education’s 

practice guide (Pashler et al., 2007) 

 

So far, we have shown that study time is most effective when (a) items are actively 

recalled rather than simply reviewed, and (b) when the recall of items is performed over 

expanding intervals of time rather than massed at once.  Yet the studies cited until this 

point have all used lists of items whose re-assessment intervals were determined by the 
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experiments’ designers.  Such fixed patterns run the risk of a learner having to waste time 

reviewing some items that are already known perfectly, while insufficiently studying 

other items that need more review.  Ignoring the learner’s item-by-item confidence levels 

results in an allocation of study time that is ―less than optimal‖ (Nelson & Dunlosky, 

1991, p. 267). 

 

For this reason a variety of researchers have set out to determine the process by which 

learners choose to allocate their study time.  Son and Metcalfe (2000) performed a survey 

of 19 such studies, with 46 total combinations of treatments across different age groups, 

populations, experiments, or materials.  They found overwhelming evidence showing that 

(in the absence of time constraints) people allocate more study time to items judged to be 

more difficult.  Metcalfe and Finn (2007) made the same conclusions seven years later in 

an experiment asking participants to rate judgments of learning (JOLs) on a scale of 1-

100% for several facts in a series. 

 

The close relationship between JOL and study choice suggests that knowing how we 

learn best may be a natural human instinct.  Indeed, Kornell and Metcalfe (2006) have 

performed several experiments to show that memory performance is significantly 

enhanced when participants are able to regulate their own study.  Figure 5 shows the 

results of a similar experiment in which Son (2004) illustrates the interaction between 

JOL, study choice, and recall performance. 
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Figure 5.  The better that participants judge themselves to know a particular item, the less likely they will want 
to study it again soon (i.e. to mass it), and the more likely they will get it correctly on a post-test (as indicated 

by the proportions over the bars).  Participants were relatively accurate in their JOLs (Son, 2004). 

 

In the real world, there is often insufficient time to prepare ourselves for set deadlines 

like exams.  Such constraints suggest that we might attain short-term benefits by shifting 

our focus to items in our ―region of proximal learning.‖  Atkinson (1972) and Metcalfe 

and Kornell (2005) show that time-pressed students sometimes tend to mass their study 

time for these items that are ―neither too easy nor too hard‖ in an attempt to maximize the 

efficiency of their sessions.  This theory of proximal learning, which falls very much in 

line with Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of ―scaffolding‖ within the ―zone of proximal 

development,‖ supports the study of increasingly challenging material in increments that 

are just beyond a learner’s current level of understanding. 
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Brainscape automatically enables learners to remain within their region of proximal 

learning by postponing repetition of ―easy‖ items (i.e. items with a confidence rating of 5) 

while limiting the number of items that can exist with low JOLs before new (potentially 

difficult) items can be introduced into the study mix.  If the number of ―hard‖ items (i.e. 

confidence of 1) in the immediate rotation is approaching seven – which is the average 

number of items that humans are able to maintain in our short-term memory (Miller, 

1956) – Brainscape will not present any new items at all until enough low-confidence 

items are upgraded to higher confidence.  The only way to further help the learner remain 

within her region of proximal learning would be if Brainscape allowed her to manually 

―quarantine‖ an item that is so hard that it is not worth studying before a quickly 

approaching deadline.  Brainscape’s designers are considering adding such a feature and 

allowing users to temporarily remove items from their study mix. 

 

Whatever the presence of feedback or time constraints, the overwhelming body of 

research has shown that students’ performance on post-tests is improved by the ability (or 

encouragement) to allocate their own study time according to personal JOLs.  A flashcard 

program that harnesses metacognition to create personalized, expanding-interval study 

lists would therefore be the most theoretically optimal method of preserving such 

declarative memory. 
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III—Brainscape Software Design Considerations 

Throughout the design and evolution of Brainscape’s flashcard engine, our designers 

have carefully considered the best ways to apply the aforementioned cognitive principles 

while preserving a web and mobile study environment that is convenient to the user.  In 

this section we discuss the careful balance that Brainscape has struck between theoretical 

fidelity and practical efficiency. 

 

Possibly the most fundamental early decision that needed to be made during the design 

process was the resolution to keep the study experience ―flashcard‖-like in nature.  In 

other words, rather than requiring the user to directly input the answer to a question, to 

which she would receive immediate right/wrong feedback, Brainscape allows its user to 

simply retrieve the answer mentally and then compare her mental answer to the correct 

response that is displayed on the ―back‖ of the flashcard.  Considering the modern 

educational software design doctrine of requiring frequent and varied user action and 

providing frequent computer-generated feedback (e.g. Corbett & Anderson, 2001), this is 

a somewhat unconventional approach.  Many educators have expressed curiosity as to 

whether omitting direct user feedback might risk having the learner ―zone out‖ or to 

exhibit a systematic bias toward overconfident self-assessments. 

 

Our response is simply that the possible deleterious effects of ―zone out‖ are outweighed 

by the benefits of maintaining a fully learner-driven study experience. 
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First, we remind skeptics that the target users of Brainscape are informal, autodidactic 

adult learners with a distinct high-stakes learning purpose.  Unlike children, highly 

motivated adults are naturally more likely to put effort into reflecting on their answers 

and managing their own progress, in the same way that diligent users of traditional 

flashcards are more likely than casual learners to create elaborate pile systems.  For such 

self-directed users, Brainscape sees little need to incorporate superfluous games, 

animations, or other motivation enhancements simply for the sake of using such 

technologies. 

 

Second, ―zone out‖ also seems unlikely because the Brainscape software requires the user 

to rate her confidence level for each piece of information.  This reflective not only 

questions the user’s judgment, but also whether or not she has fully registered the piece 

of information.  In fact, it appears that engaging in regulatory metacognitive activities, 

such as monitoring one’s own comprehension, results in improved use of attention and 

other cognitive resources (Schraw & Moshman, 1995).  In short, it would seem that one 

cannot rate his or her confidence level without paying close attention to the task at hand. 

 

Third, the acts of self-assessment and judging one’s own learning are themselves 

conducive to strengthening the learner’s underlying memory traces.  In the same way that 

requiring students to grade their own quizzes can help them better reflect upon their 

knowledge, using metacognition in a flashcard program is likely to ensure a deeper level 

of processing than if the program would have simply displayed whether the learner’s 

answer was correct (Sadler, 2006).  Brainscape’s application of both self-assessment and 
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progress visualization is therefore likely to deepen the learner’s memory encoding while 

strengthening the learner’s sense of mastery of the overall curriculum. 

 

Fourth, the Brainscape team points out that the current alternatives to free mental recall 

are actually less effective than the basic flashcard model. Simply selecting an answer 

from among multiple choices fails to improve future performance on more meaningful 

active recall activities (Pashler et al., 2007; and Karpicke & Roediger, 2006), while 

forcing the user to type in an answer consumes valuable time (especially on a mobile 

phone) and accordingly decreases the number of repetitions that can be achieved in a 

given span of time. Nelson and Leonesio (1988) show that when students are separated 

into groups graded on either speed or accuracy, the accuracy students — despite spending 

significantly more time on each item — make little or no gains in performance over the 

speed students.  This suggests that skipping the ―right/wrong‖ step can improve study by 

speeding the cycle of flashcards and increasing the number of presentations in a given 

amount of time. 

 

A fifth reason to avoid using the computer’s judgment of a user’s correctness as the 

determinant of future repetition intervals is that these right/wrong answers may not be an 

accurate representation of the user’s need for repetition to begin with.  For example, a 

careless spelling mistake could incorrectly tell the program that the user does not know 

an easy item, while a lucky guess could similarly mark an item as ―known‖ even when 

the learner’s confidence remains very low.  Allowing the user to rate her own confidence 
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rather than simply inputting an answer should therefore result in a more optimal pattern 

of flashcard repetition. 

 

Sixth, encouraging self-assessment rather than computer-managed assessment may lead 

to significant improvements in the learner’s metacognitive skills.  Moreno and Saldaña 

(2004) and Kerly and Bull (2008) show that both children and intellectually impaired 

adults are able to improve their metacognitive self-assessment abilities with the help of 

intelligent software.   Considering that normally functioning adults tend to have greater 

metacognitive abilities than children (Metcalfe & Finn, 2008), it is reasonable to expect 

that the ability to improve self-assessment skills could be even greater for adults.   Black 

and William (1998) remind us that metacognitive reflection is among the most critical 

skills that any learner can develop. 

 

Finally, Brainscape avoids directly assessing user responses in order to preserve the 

possibility of certain knowledge structures.  For example, tasks such as visualizing the 

face of a given politician, providing an answer to an essay question, or humming the tone 

of a musical note presented on the screen in a ―perfect pitch‖ exercise, would be much 

more difficult and cumbersome for a modern computer to assess.  A flashcard model 

provides both educational publishers and individual student users with greatest flexibility 

in content authoring. 

 

Given that the flashcard model was determined to be the most effective and practical for 

the Brainscape learning platform, the remaining questions confronting Brainscape’s 
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design team were related to how to best implement the confidence-based flashcard 

repetition experience.  Let’s address each of the major questions one-at-a-time. 

 

Why does Brainscape use 5 (6) confidence categories? 

Brainscape’s designers chose five confidence options (numbered 1-5) because most users 

are already comfortable using 5-point evaluations such as Likert scales.  (New, or unseen, 

flashcards are designated with the confidence level of 0.)  This effective use of 6 

categories conforms to the six normalized categories that Son (2004) employed to prove 

learners’ preference for massing difficult items and spacing easier ones. Furthermore, we 

propose that providing the user with an odd number of options enables her to respond 

neutrally (by selecting ―3‖), as opposed to being forced to choose a more or less 

confident rating when given an even number of options. 

 

Historically, experiments in metacognition and spaced repetition have used a broad range 

of methods for measuring participants’ knowledge confidence.  Some experimental 

software programs have used a simple ―know/don’t know‖ binary option, while others 

have provided a sliding scale from 1-100.  Considering that the psychology community 

has considered all of these designs as academically valid, the primary remaining concern 

in designing Brainscape’s JOL scale was simply to make it user-friendly. 
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Why does Brainscape sometimes stop showing new flashcards and only 

repeats existing ones? 

Brainscape’s flashcard repetition algorithm contains an important feature that limits 

cognitive load.  Whenever the user has reported very low confidence in a certain number 

of flashcards, Brainscape stops adding new, unfamiliar flashcards into the mix until a 

significant number of the difficult flashcards have had their confidence upgraded.  This 

constraint corresponds to Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of scaffolding as well as Metcalfe’s 

(2002) invocation of the theory of proximal learning, which states that learners benefit 

most ―by directing their efforts to learning those materials that are just beyond what they 

have currently mastered."  In other words, introducing additional difficult items before 

the current items are mastered could result in a cognitive overload that decreases the 

memory of all items.  Brainscape refrains from introducing new flashcards unless 

confidence bucket 1 contains fewer than 7 items—the number that Miller (1956) states is 

the average that can be maintained in short-term memory. 

 

What if people misrepresent their confidence rankings? 

The concern that Brainscape users may systematically overstate their confidence is one of 

the largest doubts initially expressed by beginners.  Yet various researchers have found 

that people are surprisingly accurate in assessing their memory traces.  Dunlosky and 

Nelson (1994), for example, show that participants are able to accurately predict test 

performance as both an overall percentage and on an item-by-item basis, while Lovelace 

(1984) shows that previous exposure is not even necessary for such accuracy to prevail.  

According to Lovelace: 
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The memory tasks [in our experiment] involved paired-associate learning of 

lists of unrelated nouns and memory for sentences cued by the initial words. 

Probability of recall was systematically related to predictions in all 

conditions. Accuracy of prediction was found to increase with prior study 

experience with the rated material in the absence of prior test trials, 

although substantial prediction was possible even when predictions were 

made on the initial, and only, study trial. Ability to predict accurately which 

items would be recalled bore little or no relation to memory ability as 

indexed by the number of items recalled. 

 

Son and Metcalfe (2005) confirm these findings by showing that not only are people 

accurate in their self-assessments, but they are also fast.  In fact, the more extreme the 

confidence level (i.e. ―know perfectly‖ or ―have no idea‖), the faster the associated JOL 

is made.  Brainscape users could therefore comfortably fly through most flashcards with 

little concern for mistaking their knowledge confidence.
2
 

 

Despite these generalities, it is still possible that some users of Brainscape may for some 

reason lie about their confidence or possess inexplicably low skills of metacognitive 

                                                 

2
 Son & Metcalfe (2005) and Metcalfe & Finn (2007) show that JOLs made after a substantial delay are 

even more accurate because they test whether the item is in a user’s long-term memory rather than simply 

her short-term memory.  While applying such delayed JOLs to the basic version of Brainscape may be 

impractical, it will be considered later when we speak of the technology’s future applications. 
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assessment.  We say: Good!  The eventual correction of misjudged JOLs can often yield 

better retention benefits than if the confidence was never misjudged in the first place.  

Butterfield and Metcalfe (2006) show that people are more likely to remember a 

corrected wrong answer when they had previously exuded high confidence that their 

submitted wrong answer was correct.  According to this logic, if a Brainscape user fails 

to recall a target displaying a previously high confidence ranking, she is likely to devote 

more mental energies to correcting the error.  Barrick and Hall (2004) show that such 

error corrections are even more beneficial when items are spaced rather than massed. 

 

In fact, in a spaced or expanding environment such as Brainscape, even a systematic 

display of overconfidence is unlikely to hinder the user’s progress.  While Meeter and 

Nelson (2003) demonstrate that a systematic confidence bias has no effect on the relative 

proportions of items in each JOL category, Pashler et al. (2007) confirm that ―the cost of 

overshooting the right spacing is consistently found to be much smaller than the cost of 

having very short spacing.‖  Brainscape, where flashcard repetition patterns are 

determined based on relative rather than absolute confidence, is therefore rather immune 

to users’ potentially poor study skills (and may help improve the users’ study skills to 

begin with – see section II). 

 

How can Brainscape users measure their performance? 

Users can measure their performance by looking at the Mastery bar(s), which shows a 

weighted average of all confidence in a given deck or package (i.e. a collection of decks).  

Brainscape also offers a series of bar graphs representing the number of flashcards 
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residing in each confidence bucket (0-5).  Over time, the user can see her progress move 

from a graph where all items are in bucket 0, to a graph where all items are in bucket 5. 

 

Kafai et al. (1998) show that the ability to visualize or quantify progress is so motivating 

that it frequently leads students to prefer behaviorist drilland-practice activities over the 

more constructionist-type activities that are favored by today’s top educational theorists. 

 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we have shown that Brainscape’s web/mobile learning platform conforms 

to the prevailing cognitive science that is necessary to ensure an efficient learning 

experience for declarative knowledge.  It applies many of the important principles of 

frequent quizzing, free recall, and expanding intervals, while basing its re-assessment 

probabilities on the judgment of the learner herself.  These features allow Brainscape’s 

users to conveniently preserve their long-term knowledge by continuing to use the web or 

mobile software throughout their lifetimes. 

 

Brainscape’s applicability to such a broad range of subjects presents tremendous 

opportunities for the company’s business development team.  In its most basic form, 

Brainscape will develop (or import from partners) flashcard content for foreign languages, 

standardized tests, and other academic subjects, to be sold or distributed as stand-alone 

web and mobile applications.  As the online content authoring environment becomes 

more stable and user-friendly, web users will be able to more easily add and share their 
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own flashcards, and even export them to the Brainscape Portal mobile application, 

through which their web and mobile study progress will remain synchronized.  The 

refinement of ―community‖-like features will then allow both learners and teachers 

across the globe to easily publish and share their own content for which they have 

particular expertise. 

 

The expected proliferation of Brainscape users also presents exciting opportunities for 

data collection that will help further refine the cognitive science behind Brainscape.  

Researchers can use Brainscape’s retail web and mobile usage data to answer questions 

such as: 

 

 Which topics do users find ―easiest‖ (based on their confidence ratings)? 

 What is the average number of flashcard views before a user upgrades an item to 

a ―5‖ (and how does this differ across subject areas)? 

 With what patterns do users upgrade or downgrade the confidence ratings of items 

they have seen before? 

 

In addition, researchers can implement Brainscape in controlled experimental settings in 

which learners’ performance is assessed before and after the confidence-based study 

experience, and compared to a control group of learners who had studied for an 

equivalent amount of time using traditional flashcards or other study methods.   

 

Experimental questions to explore include: 
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 How can the Brainscape algorithm be tweaked in order to further optimize 

learners’ performance on posttests? 

 Does creating one’s own flashcards before study improve final posttest results?  Is 

the improvement in performance significant enough to warrant the extra time 

spent creating one’s own flashcards versus using pre-made flashcards? 

 How do results of study on a computer compare to the results of studying using 

the identical application on a handheld device? 

 

Whatever learning theories may ultimately be tested or improved using Brainscape, the 

software (as it currently stands on the market) already provides a valuable step toward 

making enhanced memorization techniques more accessible to today’s time-starved 

learners.  Students should consider Brainscape as a useful study tool whenever the 

memorization of bite-sized facts or concepts is determined to be an appropriate learning 

goal.  Future research surrounding the Brainscape platform will serve to further explore 

its potential applications. 
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 Appendix A 

 

Figure 6.  This table shows the results of the comprehensive survey of experiments 

cited in the explanation of the “expanding effect” (Cepeda et al., 2006). 
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